Web conferencing

[Enjoy business benefits]
1

Rapidly create and deploy engaging Adobe
Connect Learning courses and curriculums

2

Efficiently manage and track training while
maximizing attendance

3

Enable mobile learning from anywhere,
anytime, on virtually any device

4

Deliver immersive experiences in live and ondemand classes

5

Easily integrate Adobe Connect with Learning
Management Systems (LMS)

arkadin.com

The complete digital learning
solution for faster training
Quickly deploy and manage online courses and
curriculums with Adobe Connect Learning. Incorporate
live meetings, virtual classrooms, external events,
and self-paced courses into a curriculum that is easily
accessible to users from anywhere, anytime, on virtually
any device.
Arkadin extends the value of Adobe Connect with the
seamless integration of top-quality audio conferencing.
Full, end-to-end, local customer services ensure a
smooth and fast deployment and ongoing care for all
your end-users.

Adobe Connect Learning is the complete digital learning
solution for any size institution or business

Compelling, rapid training, and mobile learning using interactive virtual
classrooms, industry-leading content authoring tools, and tracking tools

Measure and track training

Teach and learn from anywhere

Create and deploy engaging content

– Create and manage online courses
and curriculums

– Deploy virtual classrooms: Breakout
rooms, surveys, real-time polls, and
multi-point video

– Generate structured curriculums
with enhanced learner enrollment
management

– Enjoy hosting, file sharing,
whiteboarding, and emoticons via
mobile

– Rapidly generate and deploy content

– Manage training invitations,
registration, and reminders with
standard and custom emails to
maximize attendance
– Create content once and publish
across devices, including SCORM and
AICC content
– Use the features of a Learning
Management System at a fraction
of the cost with Adobe Connect, or
integrate it with your existing LMS

– Manage classrooms, change layout,
and share content with participants
– Join live sessions via VoIP or Arkadin’s
high-quality audio conferencing
– Allow participants on desktop to
enter hassle-free with no downloads

using Microsoft PowerPoint
– Use a web camera to create video
walkthroughs
– Add quizzes and interactions to test
understanding and track progress
– Author content once and deploy
across virtually any device
– Build reusable learning assets and
content libraries

“We built a strong partnership with Arkadin and our instructors. All sides were aligned on
our goal for delivering exceptionally high levels of instruction. The continuous improvement
and the flexibility our Arkadin trainer expressed were essential for our success.”
Anita Kapadia
Sr. Program Manager, Symantec Education Services

Web conferencing

[Enjoy work, enjoy life, enjoy sharing]

